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8. Implementing instructions, Heads of major commands and other agencies
will issue necessary implementing, to subordinate units. Copies of
implementing instructions will be furnished to the Chief of Research and De-
velopment.

ems=1101,0111M10.

(Item V.A.6)

DEPARTMENT of LABOR,
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR MANPOWER,

Washington, D.C., May 1,1974.
Hon. SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, Committee on the Judiciary,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Mn, CHAIRMAN: Secretary Brennan has asked me to reply to your let-

ter of April 1, 1974, in which you request detailed information of federally
funded biomedical and behavioral research projects for a survey you are con-
ducting.

The Department of Labor has never supported, and is not contemplating
support of, biomedical research designed to alter the behavior of individual
subjects. It has, however, supported a small number of research and demon-
stration projects which utilize some of the techniques of a concept generally
referred' to as "behavior modification." Currently, only one such project is op-
orating, and it is now being phased out. In addition, two Job Corps Centers
used these techniques, but were funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity.
They are included in this report since Job Corps is now part of the Depart-
ment of Labor.

We have been assured that strong ethical considerations have guided, and
will continue to guide, the Labor Department staff and the researchers in un-
dertaking these studies.

Dr. Howard Rosen, Director of the Office of Research and Development,
which is the only branch of the Labor Department (other than the early 0E0
funded projects) to support such studies, has prepared the enclosed report in
response to your survey. I believe it provides all the information you desire.
However, if you should want further amplification (such as monographs, tech-
nical papers, or other reports), we shall be happy to provide this to you. In
addition, Mr. Baskir may want to speak directly to Dr. Rosen, whose telephone
number is 376-7835.

It is a pleasure to make this information available to yoU. Rest assured of
this Agency's full cooperation in considering any additional ethical guidelines
which you may feel are applicable to these studies.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM R. Rot, IERG,

Assistant Secretary for Manpower.
Enclosures,

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PlioncTs MIND BEItASIOR MODIFICATION
TECIINIQVES

In general terms, mite!' of the Office of Research and Development (ORD)
research and demonstration is devoted to exploring different techniques and in,

. tervention strategies for changing, or altering, or modifying the behavior of in-
dividuals in the target population affected by the Manpower Development and
Training .Act (MDTA). We search for innovative methods to help the disad-
vantaged to become advantaged, the untrained to become trained, the unem-
ployed to become employed, and the jobless offender to become a laWabiding,
working citizen.

Specifically, however, ORD lies supported several research and development
projects through grants and contracts to organizations which utilize some tech-
niques of a concept known in behavioral science as "behavior modification."
These techniques used were among the miens intervention strategies ORD ex-
plored when the Manpower Administration first attempted to test the feasibil-
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ity of training prisoners in MDTA programs, a subject for research permissi.
hie under Title I Research and Development work but not authorized for
regular Title II programming. These prisoner training projects (as well as one
working with disadvantaged ghetto youth) utilized what are known as general.
ized conditioned reinforcers.; i.e., money, luxury items, praise, attention of oth-
ers, and peer group admiration, as a means of enhancing the training situation
by helping them learn faster, retain more, and in general to learn to enjoy ed
ucational growth. NO deprivation or punishment reinforcers were ever used. In
addition, each subject had access to the same privileges that nonsubjects had;
they were never denied routine privileges for nonparticipation, but earned ad-

ditional privileges for participation.
Participation 'was completely voluntary, and withdrawal from the experi-

ment was never prejudicial to the participant, All subjects were carefully ad-
vised of the nature of the experiment, and .no attempt was made to conceal
the purposes or outcomes. Quite the opposite, it is incumbent on the researcher
as part of the technique to make the participant fully cognizant and aware of
the results of his behavior, since this knowledge acts as a reinforcer for
change.

Focus of some' of the experiments was on staff as well as inmates, since an
early study had shown that prison staff could nullify some of the best efforts
of trainers.. Thus, in one study, we tested the feasibility of training correc-
tional officers in the use of simple behavior modification techniques, using re-
wards generally at the disposal of 'the officers in such institutions (free time,
talk with the warden, telephone calls, extra privileges). In addition to enhanc-
ing the job training of inmates, this training provided the correctional officers
with a humane response of non-aversive action (positive reinforcement) ;
whereas, their prior methods consisted mainly of aversive control (punish-
ment).

In another, we explored the use of "social reinforcement" techniques by
work supervisors in, dealing with newly hired youth releases; and in still an-
other, monetary incentives and verbal rewards were compared to determine
whether and how much they could increase remedial English learning by dis-
advantaged Spanish-speriking youth.

The Job Corps '(under 0E0 funding in 1967) utilized some behavior' modifi-
cation techniques at two of its Centers. In its basic education program at Cap-
ital Center in Washington, D.C., researchers used contingency management
techniques along with self-instructional materials to enhance the learning situ.
ation, This consisted of first determining the task preferences of the partici-
pant through observation. Working on a high preference task (such as read.
ing) WAS then made contingent on successful completion of a low preference
task (such as mathematics). And at Parks Center in California, researchers
used social reinforcement techniques along with group guided interaction in an
attempt to help youth learn.job-required behaviors in interpersonal relations.

As can be seen from the above examples, these researchers have been at.
tempting to apply systematically the best and simplest of learning theory prin.
eiples which have proven effective in other settingsclassrooms, mental insti-
tutions, and businesswhich are more humane, efficient, and do not detract
from the individtmi's dignity and responsibility,

The researchers involved are outstanding professionals in their field, ex
tremely open in their work, and share their findings .regularly with other col-
leagues in professional association meetings, as ,4vell as with the general pub-
lic!. Two of them, for example, have just completed a chapter for a textbook,
edited by the country's leading criminologist, Dr, Daniel Glaser, entitled:
"Handbook of Criminology." A copy of this chapter is enclosed with this re-
port,

In addition to the fact that these researchers are members of professional
associations and subscribe to the guidelines and creed for preserving individual
human rights and dignity which their associations have promulgated, we have
accepted their prior work with the National Institutes of Mental Health and
their adherence to the Public Health Service's Policy on the Protection of
Human Subjects as proof of their ethical integrity, Boards of Directors of
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their parent organizations, consisting of non-scientists as well as scientists,
also regularly review and scrutinize the work of these researchers, as do R&D
staff. In addition, a recent ORDfunded report by the National Academy of
Sciences to assess the capability of the experimental manpower laboratories
which ORD supports,. while not addressing itself to.the issue of behavior modi,
fication, did not question these methodological techniques in the two laborato-
ries which used them.

Some of our ORD-staff judgments, as Well as those of staff in the projects
which use prisoners as experimental subjects, have been guided by the think-
ing of Dr. Gilbert Geis who has, on occasion, provided consultant work for
ORD and one of the labs. His article, "Ethical and Legal Issues in Experimen-
tation with Offender Populations," is attached for your information. Project
staff generally followed Geis' definition of "informed consent" in all cases.

To summarize, ORD has supported some limited R&D work using some of
the techniques of behavior modification, as has the Job Corps. These tech-
niques consisted' mainly of testing various positive reinforcements to enhance
training or other learning situations on offenders and exoffenders, as well as
with disadvantaged youth. In addition to material reinforcers, social reinfor-
cers were used. The subjects were all volunteers, who understood the. nature of
the project from careful explanation, who had the same privileges that non
subjects had, and who were free to withdraw at any time from the project
without penalty. The researchers conducted these efforts with the highest re-
gard for human rights and dignity, and ORD staff monitored them regularly
to assure this continued performance.

In gathering material for this report, we could find no other section in the
Department of Labor which is supporting such projects.

Attached is a list of R&D projects which utilized behavior modification tech-
niques in one of more of their studies, It follows the format outlined in Sena-
tor Ervin's letter of April 1, 1974.

PROJECT 1

1. Experimental Manpower Laboratory for Corrections
. (a) Rehabilitation Research Foundation, Montgomery, Alabama, Dr. John

McKee
(b) January 1, 1967, to present (grant completion date, final phase: March

1, 1975 )
(c) Total Funding: $8,564,877 (of which at least Vg was for training costs

And about 141 of balance was for behavior modification projects) ; FY 74:
$180,000 (final phase)

(d) The.early so-called "Draper Project"' (from the Draper Correctional cen-
ter in Elmore, Alabama) attempted to test the feasibility.of linking the. MDTA.
program to prisoner training, utilizing some contingency management tech-
niques in the training programs. The Experimental Manpower Laboratory for
Corrections (EMLC), formed in 1968 as an outgrowth of these early projects,
was funded to (a) design, conduct, and assess research and demonstration
projects which will, through measured studies, explore alternative methods of
dealing With manpower problems related to the correctional process, including
the use of such techniques as contingency management, contingency contract-
log, and token economy; and ,(b) present these findings in a manner they can
be utilized by the Department of Labor, other manpower training programs;
and correctional personnel in general,

2, Normal R&D review procedures were followed in this, as well as the fol-
lowing projects. Before the proposal was funded, experts in the. Federal Gov-
eminent, in the correctional field, in academic communities, and in business
and industry were consulted ; and their comments and suggestions were incor-
porated into the project, where appropriate. This project has been subject of
yearly and 18month review by ORD and outside experts. Quarterly progress
reports, other special molls, and occasional field visits are made by the proja
eet officer, In this. instance, the Director has also visited the Lab. Ethical con-
siderations were determined by the researcher's past performance in work for
N/, the constant evaluation of their colleagues, and numerous Written arti-
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cies. speeches, and professional association appearances, indicating the nature
and extent of their R&D work in this area. Participants in the project were
all advised of the nature of the project; each subject had access to the same
routine privileges as non-subjects; and subjects were not denied routine privi-
leges for non-participation or withdrawal from the project,

PaoJEOT 2

1, MFY Experimental Manpower Laboratory (MFY-EML)
(a) Mobilization for YoUth, Inc,, New York, New York, Mr, Leonard Granick.
(b) December 16, 168, to present (contract completion date final phase! De-

cember 16, 1974),
(c) Total Funding: $3,994,781; FY 74: $300,000 (final phase) (This

represents total money for whole. project ; only one or two behavior modifica-
tion projects were supported from this total.)

(d) Mobilization for Youth (MFY) began in 1962 as the nation's first com-
prehensive experimental anti-poverty community organization. In 1968, AIFY
was funded the Office of Research and Development (ORD) to develop and op-
erate an Experimental Manpower Laboratory which would develop and evalu-
ate Innovative programmatic strategies, guidelines, and operational models of
manpower ,services for disadvantaged youth, In carrying out this mission, the
Lab has been primarily concerned with programdevelopment strategies for up-
grading the employability of the disadvantaged as they relate to technical in-
novations and refinement of program planning, operations, and evaluation
(e.g., using monetary incentives to increase English skills of Spanish-speaking)
and as they relate to improved training employment models for the hard-core
unemployed (e.g., training work :supervisors in the application of contingency
management principles).

2, Normal ORD review procedures were followed In this project. MFY-EML
work plans have Undergone review by other Government officials and members
of the research community within and outside DOL on a yearly basis. Regular
progress reports and site visits by the project officer assure continued perform-
ance. The ORD Director has visited this Lab, also, Au MFY Advisory Commit-
tee has regularly reviewed all proposals and completed Work of the overall or-
ganization, including the Lab's work. In late 1973, a standing Advisory
Committee was established to help guide the research, activities of the Lab it-
self, The Committee will provide further policy guidance on the rights of pri-
vacy of experimental subjects for any future studies involving behavior modifi-
cation techniques (none are contemplated at present). Participation in the
studies was voluntary, the nature of the study was fully explained to all sub-
jects, and nonparticipation did not penalige them.

P1103SoT 3

1, Operation Pathfinder
(a) 1,fentec Corporation, Dr. S, Stephen Mien,
(b) June 15. 1969, to April 30, 1972.
(c) Total: $822,508,
(d) This project explored the feasibility of shaping satisfactory work behav-

ior of released youthful offenders through "social reinforcement," It was de-
signed to determine What lolpppOs when transition to the world of work from
an institution (California Youth Minority )- is facilitated by providing a post,
tively reinforcing sodal environment, through an appropriately structured
work situation, using supervisors principally as agants of change. It also
tested the use of indigenous paraprofessionals; i.e., training and hiring re-
leased youthful offenders as counselors,

2, Normal ORD review procedures applied to this project also, Although no
formal "informed consent" papers were signed by each participant, the project
methods, techniques, and goals were fully explained prior to enrollment, which
was entirely voluntary. Participation in the project had no effect on either re-
lease from the youth authority or return to it, and no penalties were adminia
tered as a result of withdrawal from the project, one of the first. researchers
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in the project (he designed the experiment) had previously conducted a stmt.
lar study at the Parks Job Corps Center and his professional reputation was
well known, Regular reports and site visits by the project officer assured con-
tinned professional integrity of project staff. The Director also visited this
Project.

PROJECT 4

1. Contingency Management in a Job Corps Setting.
(a) Westinghouse Learning Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico, Mr. Clif-

ton Chadwick.
(b) June 28, 1968, to June 80,1988.
(c) Total': $1,518,278 (for operating all of center).
(d) This project, as an additional study to the operation of the center, had

the objective 'of attempting to use contingency management techniques in a
basic education program at, a Job Corps Center. Basically, researchers made
the performance of high preference tasks contingent upon performance of low
preference tasks. For example, if a subject is more frequently seen reading a
magazine than working on a math program, it may be assumed that the read-
ing of a magazine has a higher probability than working on the math pro-
gram. Then, reading the magazine is made contingent upon completion of a
certain amount of work in the math program. Thus the reading reinforces or
increases the probability of the math program response.

2. Procedures for review and monitoring of projects followed those contained
in the "Civilian Conservation Center Administrative Manual," written in 1904.
Its most updated version, "Job Corps Policy and Procedures Handbook"
(JCPPH), currently in draft form, incorporates these policies in Section
7350.7(b) (13 and 14). In addition to insuring the right to privacy and the
Constitutional rights of each Corpsmember, JCPPH procedures require that
participation must be voluntary, and that all research project methods, 'design,
hypothesis, and evaluation for validity be cleared through the National office.
National office must obtain comments from other offices, and the project may
not begin until National office is assured that it does not duplicate other stud-
ies and that all requirements under the JCPPH procedures have been and will
be fulfilled. This *Jed dealt with an innovative learning technique and did
not require, as an ethical consideration, informed consent of the participants.

PROJECT 5

1. A Social Reinforcement Experiment in an Open Social System
(a) Litton Industries, Inc:, Educational Systems Division, College Park,

Maryland, Dr. Roy E. Buehler.
(b) June 80; 1966, to October 15,1987.
(c) $145,000 (for 3 different studies; this was one of them).
(d) The objective of this project was to demonstrate and test an integrated.

social reinforcement and guided group interaction approach to behavior control
and behavior change in a dormitory living situation, specifically, with Corps-
men enrollees living in one resident hall in Parks Job Corps Center. A control,
group matched sample will be drawn from those living in nonexperimental res.
Ident halls throughout the Center.

2. Procedures for review and monitoring of projects followed those contained
in the "Civilian Conservation Center Administrative Manual," written in 1964.
Its most updated version, "Job Corps Policy and Procedures Handbook"
(3CPPI4), currently in draft form, incorporates these policies in Section
7850,1(b) (18 and 14). In addition to insuring the right to privacy and the
Constitutional rights of each Corpsmember, WPM procedures require that
participation must be voluntary, and that all research project methods, design,
hypothesis, and evaluation for 'validity be cleared through the National office,
National office must obtain comments from other offices, and the project may
not begin until National office Is assured that it does not duplicate other stud-
les and that all requirements under the JCPPH procedures have been and will
be fulfilled. This project dealt with an innovative learning technique and did
not require, as an ethical consideration, informed consent of the participants.

w.ir)
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Behavior Modification: Principles and Applications in Corrections
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Experimental Manpower Laboratory for Corrections
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Rehabilitation Research Foundation
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Montgomery, Alabama 36109

October, 1973
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INTRODUCTION

The criminal justice system is now in the position the mental health profession found

itself a hall' century ago: Both professionals and the informed public alike realize the

inadequacies of current practices and are actively engaged in a search for more viable

alternatives, The criminal justice system can traverse again the arduous and discouraging

paths already explored by the mental health professions, or it can profit by the hard

earned experiences of those in the mental health field, By examining the successes and

failures of the psychologist and psychiatrist, the criminologist can circumvent the tangle

of inadequate approaches to the understanding of human behavior which has characterized

mental health's recent history and from which that field is only now beginnifig to free

itself. It is appropriate, then, to begin this introduction to behavior modification and its

applications in the criminal justice system with a brief overview of the objectives and

conclusions of those performing evaluative research in mental health and its allied

professions,

Evaluative research in the mental health field has sought to compare the effectiveness

of treatment procedures deduced from two influential models of human behavior, the

psychodynamic or "medical" model and the behavioral or "social learning" model,

essentlallY, adherents to the psychodynamic model Interpret deviant behavior as

symptomatic of some underlying personality disturbance or "mental illness" in much the

same manner as aberrant clinical signs, such as irregularities in pulse and temperature,

are taken as symptoms of an underlying physical dysfunction, Following the medical

analogy, treatment of the deviant, or "presenting," behavior itself is discouraged as

superficial; and, if treatment is apparently successful, it is said to result in only a temporary

remission of symptoms. It is assumed that a failure to treat the postulated underlying

causes will result in the reappearance of the presenting behavior or, alternatively, symptom

substitution will occur wherein previously unseen behavior, perhaps even more deviant

than the presenting behavior,.emerges, Successful therapy, according to the medical model,

calls for diagnosis of the exact nature of an underlying disturbance and subsequent

preteription of a proven treatment of choice. The primary objective of treatment is

remediation of the underlying disturbance, thereby precluding symptom substitution and

insuring a permanent cure (e,g., Harrison & Carek, 1966; Greenson, 1967);
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Adherents to the behavioral model, on the other hand, view deviant behavior as

learned, The principles underlying its acquisition and maintenance'are viewed as no different

from those'governing the acquisition and maintenance of any other behavior, Both deviant

and non.deviant behavior are conceptualized as "normal," that is, the same basic laws

and principles are assumed to underly, all forms of human behavior. 'It is the unique

experiences of individuals which determine, in large measure, differing patterns of behavior.'

The implied dichotomy in the psychodynamic model, between deviant and non-deviant

behavior and, by extension, between those who have and have not been labeled "mentally

ill," is therefore denied. Diagnosis in the behavioral model requires precise specifitation

of the presenting behavior and the environmental conditions, both social and non-social,

which control and maintain it, The objective of treatment is elimination of the presenting

behavior and, to preclude the uncontrolled learning of additional .undesired behavior,

replacement of it with adaptive alternatives through instruction and training in concert

with the introduction or rearrangement of appropriate environmental contingencies (e4.,

Bandura, 1969; Franks, 1969; Yates, 1970),

Behavior modification, then, is. the systematic application of proven principles of

conditioning and learning in the remediation of human problems. This, the originai and

proper definition of behavior modification, establishes the boundary conditions of the

discipline. It delineates those strategies and techniques which can and those which cannot

be legitimately considered within its working domain. A variety of medical techniques,

such as psychosurgery, chemotherapy, and electrode implantation, are frequently attributed

to the behavior modifier when, in tact, they do not fail within the scope of this discipline.

Although these procedures do indeed result in behavior change, they should not be confused

with behavior modification procedures for they are not applications of the principles of

conditioning and learning, Techniques such as these involve instead physiological alterations

which fall within the domain of the physician, the surgeon, and the psychiatrist - certainly

not the behavior modifier,

The results of research comparing outcomes following treatment conducted 'within

the framework of these two different models have been summarized by Brown (1971),

Foi:e,,,iing his review of reviews of the effectiveness of,different forms of treatment In

a variety of mental health settings, he concludes that intervention procedures deduced

from the behavioral or social learning model, when compared to treatment conducted

within the framework of the psychodynamic or medical model, appear to offer:
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Greater effectiveness as a treatment methodli.C.;11, least for some
emotionally disturbed behaviors the results. are often clearly
superior.

2. Greater ejfklency as a treatment method; i.e., in general it takes
less time and fewer sessions to bring about 'desired changes in
the patient's life adjustment.

3. Greater speclicity in establishing goals and outcome of therapy;
i.e., the specific end result of therapy is specified at the beginning
Of therapeutic wink.

4, Greater applicability to a wider segment of the pcipulationt
it covers .a broad spectrum of maladaptive behaviors rather than,
for example, being limited more or less to upper.clessneurotic
patients with above average intelligence, etc."' :"-'

5. Creator kit/Italian as a treatment method, by various groups; Le
they [procedures deduced from the behavioral modal can be used
not only by the practitioners of thejnalc mental health .disciplines..,
themselves but .by public health and other nurses, caseworkers,
counselors, adjunctive therapists, teacheri; etc., and even by
parents Ip.321.

Others have been even more critical of the effectiveness of psychodynamically oriented

treatment . procedures. Eysenck (1952; 1966), Rachman (1971), and Stuart (1970)

document their contention, that the traditional forms of psychotherapy have not been

demonstrated to be any more effective In the remediation of mental health problems than

is the mere passage of time Or everyday life experiences, They also present convincing

data which indicate that treatment conducted within the framework of the behavioral

model regularly results in higher success rates than does the psychodynamic approach.

To date, little evaluative research has been directed toward determining the value

of these two models in generating successful intervention programs for corrections. The

research which has been reported has dealt primarily with psychodynamically oriented

community programs for predelinquent and delinquent youths, The results of this research

have been far from encouraging (e.g., Beker & Heyman, .1972; Cross, 1964; Lerman;

1960, The social learning model of human behavior, however, presents an alternative

conceptualization of the causes of criminal and delinquent behavior (Akers, 1973). It is

offered as a more effective vehicle for the understanding, prediction, control, and

modification of human behavior than has heretofore been available,

A major thrust of the social learning model is its emphasis upon overt, measurable

behavior as its primary subject matter, Indeed, this aspect of the model is commonly

taken as its defining characteristic, and this is unfortunate for at least two reasons, First,

the subject matter of the behavioral model encompasses considerably more than just the

'1".;
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behavior of individuals. Secondly, the term ."behavior" has gained such popularity unions

nonbehaviorists in both professional and lay. circles that its original and appropriate .

meaning' has all but been lost, In many instances, the forced use of "behavior" as an"

adjective or n, suffix appears more a thinly disguised attempt to "update" outmoded

formulations and approaches to human behavior thin it is the adoption and deployment

of a new conceptual system. The term "behavior" refers to that which is publicly

'observable. Used as such, it allows procedures which have been validated in one setting

to be applitid in a second. Research which attempts to.deal with unobservables is not

only logically impossible (Ramp & Hopkins, 1971), but tends to employ vaguely defined

criteria and procedUres, which lessen the chances for replication,

A major contribution of the behavibrists has been the specification .of the. Manner _

in which .environmental phenomena influence or control behavior, combined with a general

reluctance to turn to inferred but unobservable "inner" agents or processes to explain

phenomena which may be most parsimoniously understood in terms of identifiable

relationships between behavior and its antecedents and consequences (Skinner, 1953; 1971),

The acquisition and maintenance of behavior are viewed in terms of two distinct

arrangements of environmental events. in one, respondent conditioning, behavior Is elicited

by its antecedents, In the other, operant conditioning, behavior is maintained by its

consequences,

RESPONDENT CONDITIONING,

Respondents are relatively fixed responses to specific' stimuli, such as orienting in

the direction of a sudden, loud noise, tearing in response to an irritant in the eye, and

salivating when food is placed in the mouth. The relationship between this class of stimuli

and responses is not dependent upon physical mattuation, The respondent is termed the

unconditioned response and the stimulus which regularly elicits it is termed the

unconditioned stimulus, Pavlov (1941; 1960) is generally credited with the first systematic

investigation of the manner in which .reflexlike behavior may be acquired. In the

respondent conditioning paradigm (also termed classical conditioning), a neutral stimulus

(1,e,, one which does not elicit the tobeconditioned response) comesto.elicit a response

similar to an unconditioned response through its repeated pairing with the unconditioned

stimulus which does elicit that response. The neutral stimulus is termed the conditioned
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.vaitati8 while the response it comes to elicit is termed the conditioned re,vponsc, Close

examination of the conditioned and unconditioned responses reveals that they are seldom,

if ever, identical despite 'their usual similarity. Although it is sometimes implied that the

respondent conditioning paradigm results in "new" reflexes, this does not appear to he

the case, conditioned responses do not follow the same "laws" ns do unconditioned

responses, indicating that they are distinctly different phenomena (Prokasy, 1965; Black &

Prokusy, 1972),

The American criminal justice syStem has made little systematic use of respondent

conditioning procedures. Mental health has, however, employed respondent techniques with

a variety of deviancies (Rachman & Teesdale, 1969). Two of these, alcoholism and

homosexuality, are also of concern to the criminal justice system. Here, the,, typical

paradigm has involved the pairing of the undesired activity (actually experienced, viewed,

or imagined) with some noxious event (e.g., electric shock, vomiting induced by an emetic

drug, etc.). The expected outcome is the production of an unpleasant reaction in the

individual to alcohol or to homosexual activity. Frequently, some incompatible response

is paired with pleasant stimuli in hopes of encouraging more desirable modes of behavior.

Behavior therapists now dealing with these, problems typically supplement their respondent

conditioning procedures with, op'erant procedures by directly teaching skills necessary for

the maintenance of these alternatives (Kanfei & Phillips, 1970). The results of these

procedures are promising: in one study of the effects of respondent conditioning

procedures, approximately 51% of 4,096 patients treated for alcoholism maintained their

abstinence for two or more years (Lemere & Voegltin, 1950), while a second study of

the effeets of traditional psychotherapy indicated that only 5% of the population soreated

maintained their abstinence for a comparable period of time (Valiance, 1965).

Although the movement to decriminalize offenses.attributed to alcoholism and sexual

deviancy is gathering momentum, the criminal justice system 'continues to bear the

responsibility of treating many who, either directly or indirectly, come to its attention

as a consequence of their alcoholic or sexual activities. Research indicates that respondent

procedures have the potential of aiding corrections in meeting this responsibility for so

long as it is continued. The nature of these procedures demands, however, that those

who would apply them be especially sensitive to the growing number of legal,

constitutional, and broad social policy issues which bear upon their use (Schwitigebel,

OM. As a general rule, coerced participation must be avoided. There is some question,
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however, whether a truly "voluntary" program can be conducted within,any correctional

Institution. The voluntary nature of a correctional program can be best guaranteed when

participation and progress per se in no way influence institutional status and time of release,

This is not to say that the hopecfor changes in behavior cannot be considered in the

correctional decisionmaking process. To the contrary, such objective changes should

provide the basis for these decisions; Howe Ver, changes in the behavior of those who have

either chosen not to participate in the respondent conditioning program or have selected

alternative regimens 'must be given equal weight when decisions concerning their futures

are made,

OPERANT CONDITIONING

The term "operant" is derived from the observation that specifiable groups of classes

of responses operate upon the environment to produce .consequences for the operator.

Every operant is defined .in terms of an environmental effect, Operants, then, are response

classes, each of which is composed of a variety of different behaviors which are grouped

together because they have some common effect upon the environment. in the experimental

analySis of behavior, an adequate explanation of behavior specifies the environmental

conditions which reliably produce the behavior to be' explained. This requires an analysis

of the conditions which govern the probability that a particular response will occur at

a particular time. In this analysis, response probability is typically approximated by the

individual subject's rate of responding or, to a lesser degree, by other measures such as

the duration, magnitude, latency, etc., of respotises, Skinner (1938) is credited with the

first systematic formulation of this position. Although there are numerous ways in which

the basic principles of operant conditioning may be presented, the most straightforward

involves a dichotomy between those procedures which increase the probability of a response

(the positive and negative reinforcement paradigms) and those which decrease the

probability of a response (the timeout and punishment paradigms). The accompanying

figure Illustrates the procedures which define these paradigms. The arrows in each cell

indicate whether the expected outcome of the procedures is an increase or decrease in

the probability of responding.
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Positive and Negative Reinforcement

The positive reinforcement paradigm Is the responseconthigent presentation of a

stimulus or condition which increases the future probability of that response, Positive

reinforces are those stimuli or conditions whose responseconthigent presentation will

increase the future probability of that espOnse, The negative reinforcement paradigm is

the response.contingent termination of a stimulus or condition which increases the future

probability of that response, Negative reinforces are those stimuli or conditions whose

responsecontingent termination will increase the future probability of that response, The

negative reinforcement paradigm is commonly termed the escape procedure, implying that,

an individual may escape from or terminate an undesirable situation by engaging in some

1 1
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activity. A variant of the negative reinforcement paradigm is the avoidance procedure,

Here. he consequence of. the operant is the postponement of a negative reinforcer, rather

than its termination as in the escape procedure.

Unconditioned reinforcers are stimuli or conditions whose reinforcing properties are

.,independent of learning or experience-. They are sometimes termed "Innate," "primary,"

or " "biological "" reinforcers, and they generally hold the same significance for all members

of a particular species. Conditioned reinforcers are initially neutral stimuli or conditions

which acquire their reinforcing properties either by being paired with

reinforeers-unconditioned or conditioned-or by being reliable signals that reinforcement

is available or forthcoming. Food and sexual contact are typical examples of unconditioned

reinforcers, while the smell of cooking and affectionate smiles are common examples of

conditioned reinforcers,

Generalized conditioned reinforcers are the most powerful of the conditioned

reinforcers, They gain their power because they have been paired with or signal the

availability of a wide range of other reinforcers, "Social" reinforcers, such as praiie and

the attention of others, are examples of generalized conditioned reinforcers, The child*

who earns the attention of adults is more likely to have favors bestowed upon him than

is the ignored child, and, in like manner, the youth .who,rearns the admiration of his

peer group will undoubtedly derive more of the benefits available from that group than

will the. inconspicuous rank-andfile member. Money as a medium of exchange is perhaps

the generalized conditioned reinforcer par excellence, for its accumulation in significant

amounts signals the availability of an infinite variety of desirable commodities and services,

Timeout and Punishment

Both the timeout and punishment procedures employ stimuli or conditions which

either have been, or have the potential of being, identified as positive or negatiVe reinforcers

in the positive and negative reinforcement paradigms, timeout (sometimes referred to as

"'negative punishment") is defined as the response-contingent termination of a positive

reinforcer which results in a decrease in the future probability of that response, Response

cost is a special case of the timeout procedure, hi response cost, Individuals are required

to relinquish tangible conditioned reinforcers, such as money, on a responsecontingent

basis. Imposing fines for minor traffic infractions is a common exampfr of the response

Lost procedure.
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Punishment is Ma. response-Contingent presentation of a negative reinforair which

results in a decrease, in the future probability of that response. Either conditioned or

unconditioned reinforcers may be employed in the timeout and punishment procedures,

provided, of course, that care is taken to insure that the conditioned reinforcers are

occasionally associated with the unconditioned reinforceri from which they have derived

their value.

. The punishment and negative reinforcement (avoidance) procedures are commonly .

confused. This typically results from the understandable tendency to think of these

procedures in terms. of their. common meaning rather than in terms of their technical

usage. Although it seems awkward at first, the technical language is to be preferred, for

it reduces ambiguity, eliminates uncertainty concerning definitions, and aids communication

once it has been mastered. In this instance, the punishment procedure specifies that a

negative reinforcer be delivered following a response, while the avoidance procedure

specifies that a negative reinforcer be postponed (not delivered) following a response.

Although it is tempting to conclude that an individual who experiences the negative

reinforcer in an avoidance procedure is punished, for not responding, it is obvious that

such a statement is technically incorrect when the definition of punishment is reexamined,

The delivery . of the negative reinforcer in the avoidance paradigm is nothing more than

the programmed result of the failure to avoid.

Superstitious Behavior

An analysis of these four basic procedures reveals their reciprocal nature, For example,

whenever one employs the timeout paradigm to decrease the probability of a response,

one also has set the occasion for positive reinforcement, which, if care is not exercised,

might instead serve to increase the probability of either the undesired response or some

other, perhaps even less desirable, responses, In the timeout procedure, a positive reinforcer

is terminated or removed' for a period of time following the occurrence of a tobe-eliminated

response. If the timeout operation is to be repeated, the positive reinforcer must first

be reintroduced. The reintroduction of the positive reinforcer is the necessary ingredient

of the positive reinforcement paradigm, and it would be expected to result in an increase

in probability of any response which preceded it. This would, in turn, increase the

probability that the response would again precede the reintroduction of the reinforcer

following the next thneout operation, etc. Care must be taken to insure that the

"
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reintroduction of the positive reinforcer does not follow undesirable behavior, Preferably

the reintroduction of the reinforcer is made contingent upon the emission of desirable

behavior. if such a procedure Is not followed, it is possible that the operation of

uncontrolled contingencies will maintain the old, undesired response or result in the

accidental conditioning of new forms of undeiirable behavior,

Accidental conditioning has been demonstrated by Skinner (1948) and said by him

to result in superstitious behavior, wherein no contingent relationship exists between the

behavior and its maintaining consequences, other than that which is initially arranged by

chance and, later, by the effect of this chance relationship. The development of

superstitious behavior clearly demonstrates the automaticity of these behavioral principles.

Simply stated, reinforcers influence the probabilities of those, behaviors which they follow,

independent of the intent of those who dispense and those who receive the reinforcers.

When one reinforces excuses and .promises to change by excusing troublesome behavior,'

the usual effect is to leave the troublesome behavior unchanged and to increase the

likelihood that an individual will again offer excuses and promises to change when the

opportunity arises. When one insures that reinforcement is contingent upon actual changes

in the undesirable behavior, the usual effect is a change in that behavior,

Functional Definitions

Positive and negative reinforcers have been defined as those-stimuli which may be

effectively employed to influence behavior in the four preceding behavior control

paradigms, An important characteristic of these definitions is that they not only specify

the behavior under examination and its consequences, as is done in the- operational

definition, but they also specify the effect of the consequences upon behavior, Such

Antetiattal definitions emphasize the relativistic and, in many cases, idiosyncratic quality

of reinforcers, The reinforcing properties of stimuli must be validated before they may

be truly considered reinforcers and deployed as such, It is often tempting to assume on

a personal or commonsense basis that certain stimuli or conditions will serve as reinforcers

or that stimuli or conditions which have been identified as reinforcers for some members

of a group will serve equally as well for others. If the reinforcement paradigms are to

be successful, reinforcement must' be individualized, Praise from a person in a place of

authority, for example, might serve as a potent positive reinforcer for one individual, be

of no consequence (a neutral stimulus or event) for a second, and be a negative reinforcer

30.144 0 /4 3t
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for a third. Of course, common sense, experience, and the individual subjects themselves

aid in the identification of potential reinforcers. Whether or not these potential reinforcers

are true reinforcers, however,. is dependent upon observed changes in behavior which occur

as a function of their utilization in the basic reinforcement paradigms, .

EXtinction

A fifth procedure, extinction, is defined as the breaking of a contingent relationship

between a response and its regularly occurring consequence which results in a shift of

the probability of that response in the direction of its Operant (preconditioning) level.

The extinction procedure may either increase or decrease response-probability, for its effect

depends upon the context in which it is employed. When the extinction procedure is

applied to behavior maintained by positive reinforcement, the positive reinforcer which

was delivered contingent upon a response is no longer presented or, if presented, is

presented on a noncontingent basisthat is, Independent of the response which previously

produced it, The expected effect of this manipulation is a decrease in the probability

of that response until, eventually, it occurs with no greater probability than it did before

conditioning (i.e., before the positive reinforcer had initially been made contingent upon

its occurrence), Similarly, extinction applied to behavior controlled by the punishment

procedure prescribes that the negative reinforcer which had regularly followed some

response is no longer so programmed, and that this change is followed by an increase

in the probability of the response.

Establishing New Behavior

New behavior may be established in a variety of ways, and the procedure selected

to do so should be the most efficient for the specific task at hand, Direct instlitellOtt

and explanation, either verbal or written, are probably the easiest and most commonly

used techniques of behavior change. When instructions foil, instructors quite often resort

to modeling: the expected behavior is demonstrated and the client is expected to imitate

what he has been shown. Both instruction and modeling have been extensively studied

as behavior change procedures (Bandura, 1969), and there is now a clear understanding

of the principles and procedures which must be employed if behavior change is to occur.

Basically, the degree to which instructions are followed and modeled behavior is imitated

is a function of the consequences of following instructions and imitating a model. Similarly,
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the degree to which the newly acquired behavior is then exhibited in other situations

is a function of its consequences 'in those situations.

When instructions and modeling fall to Instill the desired behavior, it is typically

because too much is expected of the individualthat is, the disparity between the behavior

which he now exhibits or is capable of performing and what is expected of him is so

lalie 'that it is Iihreasonable to demand that he produce the complete behavior after

instruction or modeling. This problem is routinely overcome by use of shaping, or the

method of successive approximation. This approach requires ( I) specification of the desired,

or terminal, behavior; (2) identification of some bit of current, or initial, behavior which

is a portion or precursor of the terminal behavior; and (3) detailing of a number of

sequentially ordered and attainable behavioral "steps" (or approximations) which link the

two.

The method of successive approximation may be employed to attack a number of

problem behaviors exhibited by "normal" people which are commonly viewed as

"attitudinal" or "motivational" problems. A lack of punctuality or conscientiousness in

institutional training programs, for example, is usually ignored or dealt with by transferring

the troublesome individual. Training programs which tolerate such behavioral deficits or

view them as causes for dismissal should instead consider them opportunities to shape

and insure behavior which will stand the trainee in good Stead when he leaves the training

situation for the job. Indeed, the mastery of skills such as these may be of equal or

greater value than the vocational skills being taught.

If, for example, the method of successive approximation were applied to a problem

In punctuality, the distribution of arrival times which describe the Individual's performance

would be ,determined and some arrival time which both approximated the desired arrival

time and occurred with some frequency would be identified. Arrivals at this time or earlier

would be reinforced in some manner, while arrival at all later times would not be reinforced

(i.e., would be subject to the extinction procedure). As a result of this operation, called

differentkl reinforcement, the probability of occurrence of the earlier response times would

increase, while the probability of later arrivals would decrease. This phenomenon, the result

of differential reinforcement, is termed response differentiation, This procedure would be

repeated until the distribution ot' arrival times came to overlap the desired arrival time,

It would then be a simple matter to reinforce that and all earlier times and, once the

IN'r ?u
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behavior had stabilized at a satisfactory level, to introduce procedures which would insure

the maintenance of the newly established behavior.

Maintaining Established Responses

Generally, the most effective method of increasing the probability of a particular

response is to change the environmental circumstances so that a reinforclng consequence

immediately follows each occurrence of the response. This, however, is neither the most

efficient procedure for maintaining a response in the training situation nor of maximizing

the probability that a response will be continued once an individual has left the training

setting. Reinforcement rarely. follows each instance of behavior in the "real world," This

involves the scheduling of reinforcement. A schedule of continuous reinforcement (CRN is

in effect when each occurrence of a particular response is followed by reinforcement.

Between this and the opposite extreme (extinction), where no occurrences are reinforced,

there exists a large number of alternative arrangements between responses and

consequences, generally referred to as the schedules of intermittent reinforcement. The

CRP. schedule is commonly employed in the development of a response, while the

intermittent schedules are introduced when the objective is to insure the maintenance

of an already established response.

When reinforcement is contingent upon the number of responses emitted, a ratio

schedule*of reinforcement is in effect. An employer, for example, might foster productivity

on the assembly line by paying his employees $5 for every tenth unit completed. A

notsoobvious ratio schedule is that which is programmed by the slot Machine, the

"one-armed 'bandit," One of these machines might average only one $25 jackpot for every

10Q silver dollars it consumes, but anyone who has visited Las Vegas can 4ttest to the

"addictive" properties of this type of ratio schedule,

Them is one important procedural difference between the two examples cited above.

The relationship between pieces produced and payoff in piece work is perfectly predictable,

or fixed, while the relationship between the actual number of silver dollars which must

be put into the slot machine and each jackpot, however, is unpredictable, or varied from

payoff to payoff, A fixed ratio (PIe) schedule is in effect when the number of responses

required for reinforcement is constant from reinforcement to reinforcement, as hi piece

work, A weal* ratio ( WO schedule is in effect when the number of responses required

for reinforcement varies from reinforcement to reinforcement, as with a slot machine,

1 I.
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Each schedule produces typical patterns of responding. The PR schedule produces

very high rates of responding, with a brief pause following reinforcement, The VR schedule

also produces relatively high rates of responding, but without the poseinforcement pause

seen in the FR schedule, The local rate (i.e., when th'e subject is responding) in the FR

schedule is higher by far than for a comparable VR, .but when the. FR pauses are taken

into account they generate about the same overall rates, Of the two, the variable ratio

schedule has proven to be more resistant to extinction. Both, of course, are considerably

more resistant to extinction than is the continuous reinforcement schedule.

The alternative to the ratio schedule is the interval' schedule, wherein reinforcement

becomes available after the passage of some specified period of time. The first response

emitted after reinforcement becomes available is reinforced, The Intervals between one

reinforcement and the availability of the next may be constant, or they may vary around

some mean value. The fixed Oltenia' (1.1) schedule is analogous to the FR schedule, with

the El value specifying the interval between the delivery of one reinforcement and the

availability of the next. This value is constant from reinforcement to reinforcement. The

variable interval (VI) schedule is analogous to the VR schedule, with the VI value specifying

the average interval between the delivery of one reinforcement and the availability of

the next. The actual values vary around the mean value.

The interval schedules also 'produce characteristic patterns of responding. Under the

fixed interval schedule there is virtually no responding seen immediately folk. -ong

reinforcement. As the interval 'approaches its termination the individual responds faster

and faster, with, the highest rate of responding occurring at the end of the interval. When

graphed, this constantly accelerating pattern resembles a scallop and, hence, is generally

referred to as the "fixed interval scallop." Unlike the fixed interval schedule, the variable

.interval schedule produces very regular, almost paced responding of moderate rates which

are easily influenced by a wide variety of environmental events,

As was indicated previously, a primary function of the intermittent schedules is to

maintain responding after it has been established, By thinning reinforcement, that is, by

gradually increasing the number of responses which must be emitted before reinforcement

is delivered or by gradually increasing the interval between one reinforcement and the

availability of the next, it is possible to decrease drastically the actual amount of

reinforcement experienced, while at the same time sustaining or increasing the rate of

responding, It' appropriate behavior (i.e., appropriate with regard to the individual and

f,)
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the environment in which he will, or does, exist) has been selected for strengthening,

the same reinforcers alone .or in conjunction with others naturally .occurring will be

sufficient to maintain the response,

An important product of our knowledge of the effect of the schedules of

reinforcement upon behavior is an increased understanding of what are commonlythought

of as attributes of motivation. "Highly motivated" people are usually identified as thdst.,

who work diligently for long hours even though reinforcement is either meager, long

delayed, or both, Although motivation is commonly thought of as a characteristic of the

individual, an alternative explanation of motivated behavior is now, possible, This

explanation focuses upon the relationship between motivated behavior and its

Onsequences, Ati analysis of the schedule or schedules of reinforcement 'operative appears

to offer a better understanding of "motivated" behavior than that derived from a trait

inferred from the behavior it is then used. to explain..

The Token Economy

Early efforts to employ the operant conditioning model as a vehicle for motivating

pc. rformance and inducing behavior change typically consisted of one or more treatment

personnel working with a single individual, More recently, however, the desirability of

employing the principles of behavior modification with individuals in various group settings

has been recognized, and increasing effort is being, expended In this direction, A technolOgy

stemming from work with institutionalized psychiatric patients and formalized by Ayllon

and /Win (1968) now exists which retains the principles Of behavior modifiCation and

permits their .systeMatic application in the group setting, This technology is. generally

identified by the name of its key concept, the token economy.

The token economy has three defining characteristics (Krasner, 1970a; I970b), First;

there is the designation by institutional. authorities of those behaviors in which individuals

should engage, In part based upon a clear value judgement, the activities identified here

are also heavily dependent upon the goals of the program and represent those which will

earn reinfOrcement once the token economy is instituted, Second is a medium of exchange,

objects (tokens) which individuals obtain when they engage in behaviors deemed desirable

and which they may exchange for things they desire, the backup reinforcers, The medium

of exchange may be tangible or intangible,, and has consisted, among other things, of

credit cards, metallic coins,. poker chips, green stamps, and bank points. Third are the
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ways and means utilizing the tokens, the backup reinforcers themolves. These are the

things a given individUal wants, and can include, among a host of such reinforcers, the

opportunity to watch a certain television program, special foods, or a bed to sleep in.

The token, then, like money, is a generalized conditioned reinforcer. It is employed

because it is often not feasible to deliver the backup reinforcers immediately following

a desirable behavior, and because it is frequently necessary to arrange the relationship.

between performance and reinforcement on other than a oneto-one basis. When delivered

following a behavior the token effectively mediates the time interval between that behavior

and, when later exchanged, the utilization of the backup reinforcers, Research examining

the effectiveness of token economies in a variety of settings has revealed the potential

of arranging contingencies relating actions and their consequences in such a fashion. The

value of the token economy has been amply demonstrated as both an aid to psychiatric

ward maintenance end as a treatment medium (Atthowe & Krasner, 1968; Lloyd & Abel,

1970), and as a technique to facilitate learning and maintain order in schoolrooms for

both retarded (Birnbrauer, Wolf, Kidder, & Tague, 1965) and normal (O'Leary, Becker,

Evans, & Saudargas, 1969) students.

Behavior Modification and Psychotherapy

Recently, changes in verbal and non-verbal behavior which have been attributed to

treatment via psychotherapy have been subjected to an operant analysis, and the results

have suggested that the effects of psychotherapy stem from the careful and, in most

instances, unwitting application of the principles of behavior modification. Truax (1966),

for example, obtained audiotape recordings of a series of Carl Rogers' therapeutic sessions

with a long-term patient and categorized the patient's verbal productions on the basis

of their content. Nine categories were identified. Truax then examined Rogers' responses

to these verbal productions. Hisanalysis revealed that Rogers responded differentially to

verbal productions in five of the nine categories,' providing responses which communicated

understanding, warmth and affirmation to "healthy" statements while withholding this

tacit approval if the productions were "unhealthy." In addition, Truax found that the

statements which earned approval (the "healthy" statements) increased in frequency, while

the statements which were ignored (the "unhealthy" statements) decreased in frequency,

Whaley and Malott (1971) in their review of this study, concluded:

, ."1 t:"1
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The therapy process apparently involves differential
reinforcement. The patient is reinforced for saying the right things.
l le receives reinforcement as lung as he stays 'on the right track,' hurt
Out when he makes statements which are confused, selftleprecialing,
pessimistic, or generally unhealthy. As therapy continues, the patient's
healthy verhal hehavior begins to generalize to areas outside the session.
He is more optimistic, relaxed, and clearer than before. Friends and
acquaintances see this change and respond to it favorably, thus
reinforcing his new personality. Soon it can be maintained by persons
other than the therapist, and therapy may be terminated tp.71],

It appears, then, that even the most nondirect of the nondirect therapists exerts

considerable, albeit'unintentional, control over the behavior of his clients and that therapists

in general must come to grips with this possibility and its consequent responsibilities.

More important, however, are the implications of these findings for the training of new

therapists. If the behavior of successful psychotherapists may be understood as a process

involving the careful application of the principles of operant conditioning, it logically

follows that the most effective manner for teaching individuals to become effective

therapists is to instruct them in these basic principles and how they may be applied to'
human problems.

Behavioral Assessment

Behavioral assessment refers to an analysis of existent behavior in terms of the

interrelationships between four major classes of events: (1) the behavior which is the target

of the diagnostic process, (2) the consequences of that behavior, (3) the discriminative

stimuli which set the occasion for the behavior, and (4) the setting conditions which further

influence the probability of that behavior. The first two classes of events in this fourfold

relationship, the behavior and its consequences, as well as some of the possible arrangements

between the two, have already been discussed in some detail, We can summarize the value

of concentrating upon the relationship between behavior and its consequences by noting

that in so doing we avoid the two major pitfalls of a more traditional diagnosis. First,

the description of behavior negates the use of vaguely defined psychological labels which,

all too often, become self-fulfilling prophecies ('Poch, 1970). Second, attention to the

untsequences of behavior precludes the possibility that morphologically similar but

functionally different forms of behavior will be categorized as the same and treated ht

an identical manner.
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Discriminative Stimuli

The third aspect of behavioral assessment involves a specification of the environmental

or stimulus conditions under which behavior is likely or expected to occur, If a particular

operant I;as a high probability of occurrence in the presence of one stimulus and a low

probability of occurrence in its absence, the ,operant is considered to be under the control

of that stimulus. Stimuli or conditions which control the probability of operant responses

are called discriminative stimuli. The controlling power of a stimulus in the operant

paradigm is not to be confused with the eliciting power of a stimulus in the respondent

paradigm. Discriminative stimuli do not elicit a particular response, but instead "signal"

that certain behaviors' will be followed by certain consequences. It is in this sense that

operints arc termed emitted rather than elicited responses. Whether or not the individual

emits a response is more a function of subtle aspects of the past conditioning history

of the individual and certain setting conditions (the fourth aspect of behavioral assessment)

than of the discriminative stimulus per se.

It is oftentimes impossible to identify discriminative stimuli which set the occasion

for operants which people routinely emit, for the stimuli which come to control human

behavior are highly complex. They may be as subtle as verbal intonation, as fleeting as

a facial expression, and as diffuse as a building's architecture. The only defining

characteristic of a discriminative stimulus is that it controls a particular behavior, i.e.,

a behavior is more probable in its presence than in its absence.

Current law enforcement and crime control procedures have focused upon the

elimination of discriminative stimuli which set the occasion for crime. The use of high

pressure sodium vapor lamps to illuminate streets and parks in the evening hours is an

attempt to reduce the incidence of hold-ups, muggings, and rapes through the manipulation

of discriminative stimuli. So too is the widescale deployment of Police officers in high

crime areas. Public information campaigns which urge the citizenry to stop the delivery

of mail and newspapers when they are away from home for protracted periods of time

are also examples of this strategy, as are legal proscriptions against leaving keys in

automotive ignitions. Suggesting even further concern for discriminative stimuli by law

enforcement personnel, Jeffery (1971) has argued that the police can play a more effective

role in crime prevention by emphasizing prevention and control through the environment

rather than by apprehension of individual criminals after the fact, According to Jeffery's

concept, the police would establish guidelines for urban planning and building construction
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and renovation in order to minimize the wide range of environmental opportunities which

occasion criminal acts.

&fling Conditions

The fourth component of the behavioral assessment regimen is the identification of

setting conditions which actuate members of the response class under examination if and

when discriminative stimuli signal that the appropriate contingencies of reinforcement are

in effect. Kantor (1959) has stressed.the importance of these factors in the understanding

of both operant and respondent behavior:

Such setting factors as the hungry or satiated condition of the
organism, its age, hygienic or toxic condition, as well as the presence

r absence of certain environing objects, clearly influence the
uccurrence or nnn.occurrence of interbehavior or facilitate the

occurrence of activities.4.95).

The role of environing objects, as mentioned above, would be subsumed, for our purposes,

Under the more general classification of discriminative stimuli. Setting conditions, like

discriminative stimuli, involve environmental factors which influence behavior. Unlike

discriminative stimuli, however, setting conditions are more complex than the mere

presence, change, or absence of environmental stimuli. They are best conceptualized as

.ialient characteristics of the individual's past history which, because they exist, affect the

probability of occurrence of one or more classes of behavior. They may be events which

have occurred in either the recent or distant past, and their effects may be or have been

either of brief or long duration. For example, an individual might behave in an offensive

manner when under the influence of alcohol. Here, the setting condition for the disapproved

behavior is alcoholic intoxication or, in more quantifiable terms, the consumption of

alcohol.

A second example of the effect of setting conditions upon behavior is described by

social scientists when they point to the close association between certain aspects of

disadvantaged people and the incidence of criminal activity. As has become obvious, these

setting conditions (e.g., poverty, the inner city environment) are neither necessary or

sufficient conditions for criminal Lehavior. Many criminals are neither poor nor do they

come from the inner city, and far from all those who are poor or live in the inner city

are criminals. For some individuals, under particular stimulus conditions, however, setting

conditions (e,g those associated with poverty and the inner city) apparently do actuate
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certain forms of behavior (termed "criminal") which have a higher probability of producing

reinforcing than punishing consequences, For these individuals, one avenue of attack upon

their criminal behavior is through the medium of the setting conditions. Alternative

strategies would involve a concentration upon the, stimulus conditions which set the

occasion for the act, the consequences of the act, and the act itself. The more of these

controlling aspects of behavior which are dealt with in intervention, the more likely

intervention strategies are to be effective.

INTERVENTION STRATEGIES

To date, most correctional intervention strategies have dealt with the setting conditions

characteristic of disadvantaged persons in general. The current emphasis upon adult basic

education and vocational training programs reflects this Conceptualization of the causes

of criminal behavior, The question is not whether this view is appropriate, but rather,

For how many of those who engage in criminal activity is it appropriate? The objective

of behavioral assessment i5 the identification, for each individual, of troublesome behavior,

maintaining consequences, controlling stimuli, and setting conditions so that appropriate

intervention strategies will be formulated. Behavior change regimens derived from behavioral

assessment procedures will involve the application of the same principles of behavior which

have been employed in understanding the phenomena under study.

Although the Mit, of these new behavior change regimens has been convincingly

demonstrated in a wide variety of applied settings (Ulrich, Stachnik & Mabry, 1966, 1970),

we are only now experiencing the beginnings of a concerted effort to determine how

the principles and procedures of behavior modification may be best translated and applied

to the problems confronting workers in the criminal justice system. The early work of

Slack and his associates (Slack, 1960; Schwitzgebel, 1964; Schwitzgebel & Kolb, 1964)

explored how procedures deduced from the behavioral model could be employed to

encourage "unreachable" delinquents to participate. in traditional counseling and

psychotherapy. The more recent work of Patterson and his co-workers (Patterson, Cobb,

& Ray, 1972) has focused upon the home life of predelinquent youths and has, resulted

in a set of standardized social engineering procedures designed to alter the behavior of

highly aggressive youths with the aim of diveiting them from a path leading to the juvenile

and criminal justice systems. The early research of Staats and Butterfield (1965)
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demonstrated the potential of employing token economy procedures in the treatment of

nonreading in a culturally deprived juvenile delinquent. More recently, comprehensive token

reinforcement systems have been demonstrated to facilitate educational performance,

control disruptive behavior, and ease management problems with institutionalized

delinquents (Burchard & Tyler, 1965; Tyler & Brown, 1968), youthful offenders

(Colton & Filipczak, 1971; Cohen, Filipczak, & Bis, 1967) and adult felons (Ay llon &

Roberts, 1973). The following summaries are representative, then, of a growing number

of reports dealing with the application of the principle of behavior modification to the

understanding and remediation of problems facing the juvenile and criminal justice systems.

Behavior Modification in the Natural Environment

Most would agree that intervention should be carried out in the individual's natural

environment (the job, the home, the school, etc.) whenever such is possible. It is often

argued, however, that there are not enough trained and competent professionals available

to do this. In response to this personnel shortage, Tharp and Wetzel (1969; Thorne, Tharp,

& Wetzel, 1967) have trained paraprofessionals in the Tuscon, Arizona, area to supervise

implementation of behavior modification strategiesto function, in effect, as behavior

unalysts. The authors state that the paraprofessionals were selected specifically for their

lack of previous training in any of the helping professions. Their requisite characteristics

included only intelligence, energy, flexibility, and qualities of personal attractiveness. These

supervisors have included sociology majors, an ex-football player, an ex-stevedore, a

Carpenter, a returned Peace Corps volunteer, a housewife, a cocktail waitress, and the

like. M a consequence of the selection criteria, the supervisors came into the project

with little if any personal bias concerning the "treatment of choice" for the problems

with which they were to deal. Training for the tasks they were to assume consisted of

an intensive three-week course in the principles of behavior modification and their

utilization in the applied setting, followed by equally as intense on-the-job training.

All treatment procedures were within the "triadic model," consisting of the supervisor,

various mediators,.and the target individual. Although the supervisors exercised.considerable

freedom, they were not completely autonomous with respect to the treatment procedures

constructed for tht. varying problem behaviors dealt with. In addition to the threeweek

course and the on-the-job training these individuals received during the beginnint of the
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project, the supervisors met with the professional staff on a regular basis to discuss

strategies, explore new approaches, and review data pertinent to the course of treatment.

The mediators consisted of "significant others" in the lives of the target

1,11/71C1C .:.--parents, teachers, neighbors, social workers, etc, They were identified on the

basis of two criteria, First, the mediator had to possess high-ranked reinforcers for the

target individual. Secondly, the mediator had to Ix able to dispense those reinforcers on

the basis of an established contingency. All other information was considered, irrelevant.

The use of the mediator concept answers the question of "Who is the client in a treatment

program?" In the traditional psychotherapeutic approach, the target individual is depicted

as the client, and the therapist works directly with him in an attempt to modify his

behavior, Meanwhile, the environmental circumstances which set the occasion for that

behavior and reinforce it when it occurs continue unchanged. The mediator, then, was

the client of the paraprofessional staff, By working with the mediators, it was possible

to establish new contingencies in which the target individuals' old undesirable forms of

behavior were no longer reinforced, and the environment came to occasion and reinforce

alternative, desirable forms of behavior.

The target individuals in the Thorpe and Wetzel studies were youths referred to

treatment. During the course of the program, a total of 77 such persons were seen. Of

these, appt lximately one-third had police records of one sort or another. These records

ranged from I to 13 offenses, consisting of virtually everything from minor curfew

violations to armed ar. ault, The effect of the intervention strategies upon the behavior

of the target individuals, as indexed by a six-month follow-up, was to reduce the number

of youths who were committing offenses by 81% and the number of offensescommitted

by 68%, It appears that these procedures have the potential of breaking the chain of

activities which eventually lead to incarceration in a juvenile correctional facility and, all

too often, to a life of adult crime.

Achievement Place

The behavior modification approach has also been employed with considerable success

at Achievement Place in Lawrence, Kansas, Achievement Place is a residential,

community-based, home-style living center for predelinquent boys who are (or are about

to be) suspended from school, who are in trouble in the community, or who are thought

to be uncontrollable by their parents (Phillips, 1968; Bally, Wolf, & Phillips, 1970; Phillips,
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Phillips, Fixsen, & Wolf, 1971). Its program is designed to modify undesirable and antisocial

behavior while developing new and appropriate behavior patterns within the community

and its various social institutions. To accomplish this, Achievement Place employs the

token economy as the most efficient medium of treatment.

In the Achievement Place token economy, a youth earns tokens for appropriate

behavior ant! loses tokens for inappropriate behavior. In addition, the token systein proVides

the boy immediate and concrete feedback when he first enters the program. As the boy's

skills and self-control develop, the boy may earn his way out of the highly structured

token system. As this system is gradually withdrawn, it is replaced by more natural

(teacherparent, peer, and academic) feedback conditions. If a youth's behavior indicates

that he needs more experience within the structure of the token system, he can lose

his new status and return to the token system. Once a boy h4s demonstrated his ability

to exercise self-control, to take responsibility for his own behavior, and to work

productively in the home- and school he is ready to be returned to his own home or

to a foster family. To maintain the gains made at Achievement Place, each family receives

training in behavioral management techniques. The boy's progress with his family is closely

monitored for several months following his release, and the boy may be returned to

Achievement Place if it is deemed beneficial.

Achievement Place differs from the vast majority of other "foster homes" in that

its emphasis is upon behavior and upon a technology which enables. the practitioner to

change behavior. Both desirable and undesirable behaviors are specified, and their frequency

of occurrence is determined. Individual and group treatment procedures are implemented,

focusing upon the relationship between the behaviors in question and their consequences.

Identification of these behaviors and monitoring of the boys' performance allow constant

assessment of the effects of treatment and provide the basis for determining treatment

success or failure. By so doing, it is possible to develop alternative programs and to

progress to further stages of treatment when initial objectives are met. Finally, the extrinsic

reinforcers provided by the token economy are gradually faded out, and new behaviors,

now occurring at a relatively high frequency, come to be maintained by their natural

consequencesthose which the individual will encounter in the "real world." The training

of individuals in the natural environment (real or foster parents) in behavior modification

techniques and the appropriate use of social and other reinforcers maximize the probability

that the behaviors will indeed be maintained once the youth leaves the treatment facility.
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Outcome resorch indicates the Achievement Place model is a success. Once the boys enter

Achievement Place they have virtually no unpleasant contacts with the law, their public

school attendance improves markedly, and their academic grades rise (Phillips, Phillips,

Fixsen, & Wolf, 1973).

More recently, research has examined the feasibility of applying these procedures

to adult offenders. This work has been conducted primarily with delinquent soldiers at

the Walter Reed Army institute of Research and with adrift male felons at the Experimental

Manpower Laboratory for Corrections.

The Walter 'Reed Project

The Walter Reed ward for delinquent soldiers was established at Walter Reed Army

Hospital, Washington, D. C., to treat soldiers who had been diagnosed as having character

or behavior disorders (Boren & Colman, 1970; Colman & Baker, 1969; Colman & Boren,

1969). Most had records of repeated absences without leave (AWOL); with past histories

which often included dropping out of high school, convictions of minor crimes, suicidal

fIstures, and difficulty with parents, school officials, police, and Army officers.

Homosexuals, drug addicts, and alcoholics were excluded from the program. The design

of the treatment program was based on the assumption that these men failed in the military

and, previously, in civilian life bemuse of deficiencies in their behavioral repertoire.

Specifically, they were viewed as lacking important education or recreation skills, personal

habit patterns, such as planning and performing consistently, and interpersonal skills which

would make their presence and performance important, in this instance, to other members

of their military unit.

The token economy approach was adopted as th4t best suited to the needs of both

treatment staff and soldier. It provided the staff with an extrinsic motivational system

which was both capable of overcoming the strong resistance to treatment and change

characteristic of these men and amenable to precise control and manipulation. It also

allowed individualized treatment and consequent attenuation from the more synthetic

tokens to the more natural social reinforcers available for acceptable competent

performances in both military and civilian life.

In the token economy itself the soldiers earned points by attending educational classes,

dressing neatly, carrying out work projects, and delivering verbal reports (i.e., by engaging

in most activities "required" by soldiers in an Army field unit). These points could then
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be exchanged for a variety of privileges, such as semiprivate rooms, coffee, access to a

television set, poolroom privileges, weekend passes, etc. The men planned day-to-day and

week-to-week earning strategies. They made decisions which influenced rewards available

to them in the future with the reward interval increasingly delayed as they progressed

ifs treatment.

A follow-up comparison was made between 46 men released from the Waltv Reed

project and 48 comparable soldiers who received either routine disciplinary action or general

psychiatric treatment. Of the soldiers in the Walter Reed group, 7 had completed their

tour and 25 were functioning in a unit (69.5% "success"), while 14 had either been

administratively discharged from duty, were AWOL, or were in a stockade (30.5%

"failure"). Of the comparison group, 1 had completed his tour and 12 were on active

duty (28.3% "success"), while 33 were administratively discharged or in a stockade (71.7%

"failure").

The Experimental Manpower Laboratory for Corrections (EMLC)

The early work of the EMLC (Rehabilitation Research Foundation, 1968) located

at Draper Correctional Center, Elmore, Alabama, consisted mainly of an investigation of

the utilization of behavior mdification and contingency management techniques in the

areas of remedial education and vocational skill training. Draper is a maximum security

institution housing approximately 900 adult felons of all custody grades. Adult offenders

are, more often than not, the products of the juvenile justice system. They are, in short,

its failures, typifying a cross section of the disadvantaged of our land. It is a population

group that has been genuinely "turned off" by public education, which has always dealt

them constant failure and rebuff, resulting in a mutual hostility and an avoidance of

contact. To remedy these deficiencies, the focus of the EMLC was on providing immediate

and continuing success in basic education through the use of programmed instruction (PI).

In P1 the to-be mastered material is broken down into small units and ordered so that

that each successive unit is a "natural" extension of the preceding. The student actively

participates in the instruction, for he is constantly required to make responsesusually

in the form of filling in blanks or choosing from alternative answersand given immediate

feedback concerning the correctness of his responses. Errors are minimal or nonexistent

if the material Is properly prepared, If errors do occur with some frequency, they are

first explored as signals that the material, rather than the student, is in need of crtrection.
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The SelfInstructional Schou,

A self instructional school was established in which PI material comprised 95% of

the curriculum. The operation of the self-instructional school resulted in the development

of an Individually Prescribed Instructional (IPI) System, which begins by establishing

learning objectives for each student. After the student's learning objectives have been

established, the IPI System provides a diagnosis of his educational deficiencies. Based on

this diagnosis, the system then allows the teacher or learning manager to prescribe selected

PI materials which will remedy the diagnosed deficiencies and move the student in the

direction of meeting his learning objectives. As many instructional units are listed on the

prescription as are required to bring the student up to a desired grade average in all areas

shown on a standardized achievement test.

Each segment of work consists of what a student can be expected to accomplish

in a given period of time. This unit of work is put into the form of a "contingency

contract" which the student is expecl ed to complete before the end of the week. If he

finishes sooner than the estimated number of hours, he can accept another contract.

Subjects in such programmed instruction are always required to pass examinations on the

material they cover before they are allowed to start new work. The contingency contract

requires a progress test for each module, and the student must score 85% or better on

all module tests. Scores below 85% necessitate the student being assigned an alternate

module and its corresponding test.

for some, the immediate feedback and verification of responses were sufficiently

reinforcing to maintain performance. for others, synthetic reinforcers, such as money,

free time, the opportunity to work on another portion of the curricittum, etc., were

employed to supplement the built-in reinfoixrs and get the individual started. These

synthetic reinforcers were then gradually removed, or attenuated, while the natural

reinfOrcersbeing correct, praise from others, etc.were systematically employed to

maintain the newly developed behavior. The term contingency management (CM) has been

applied to the technology of arranging reinforcing consequences for educational behavio;

where the objective is to achieve increased student performance (Homme., C'de Baca, &

Cottingham, 1968).

Studies have repeatedly shown that use of programmed instruction with such

contingency management can accelerate a.dentic and vocational learning by adult

prisoners. In some experiments (Clements & McKee, 1968), reinforcement consisted only

38 .744 0 - '14 - 32
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of contracts in which volunteer subjects agreed that their daily output after an initial

baseline period of a few weeks would be 20% greater each week than the preceding, for

tour weeks. This was followed by two weeks in which the subjects each set their own

daily work objectives. These experinients achieved approximately the 20% increase per

week projected, and a sustainment of the increase when their studying shifted to a

self-management basis. There are many variations on this model, including use of daily

performance charts and monetary incentives for accomplishment (Ens len, 1969; Jenkins,

McKee, Jordan, & Newmark, 1969).

Correctional Officer Training

The more recent work of the EMLC has explored the feasibility of deploying the

principles of behavior modification on a broader scale within the correctional institution

itself. The EMLC's correctional officer training project (Smith, Hart, & Milan, 1972) sought

to assess the correctional officer's potential to serve first as a behavioral technician and

then as a behavioral engineer. Within this context, the behavioral technician is viewed

as one who grasps the basic principles of this new technology and possesses the requisite

skills, such as objectivity, consistency, and reliability, necessary for the performance of

the routine tasks required in the day-to-day operation of a systematic behavior modification

program. The behavioral engineer is one who not only possesses the knowledge and skills

of the behavioral technician, but can also contribute these and his intimate knowledge

of the institution as a participating member of a professional team charged with the

responsibility of monitoring, troubleshooting, and upgrading such a systematic program.

The training program consisted of classroom instruction in the principles of behavior

modification followed by a supervised practicum, The officers were taught how to define,

systematically observe, record, and graph behavior. They were also taught the use of positive

and negative reinforcement, timeout, punishment and extinction, as well as shaping, the

scheduling of reinforcers, and how to thin reinforcement. In the practicum phase, the

officers t ore given the opportunity to demonstrate both their mastery of the skills taught

in the classroom as well as their potential as either behavioral technicians or behavioral

engineers. The training project staff worked closely with each officer; staff members

encouraged the officers to identify problems which they faced in the institution, collect

baseline data, devise correctional strategies, aid then implement these strategies and

determine their effectiveness.
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Each officer was provided with the minimal supervision necessary to complete their

practicum assignment, The results of tliv, practicum phase reflected the wide range of

abilities represented in the correctional officer corps, Some officers could not identify

any behavior they deemed in need of remediation. Others defined problem behaviors but

could not muster the objectivity and consistency necessary to reliably record baseline data

or to manage contingencies in an intervention program. Still others could define and record

troublesome behavior and then carry out an Intervenition program designed by the training

project staff, but could not themselves devise an intervention program. Finally, some

officers demonstrated that they could, with minimal supervision, implement and evaluate

an intervention program of their own design, The latter group demonstrated the skills

required of the behavioral engineer and, hopefully, it is officers such as these who would

rise to positions of responsibility in an institution which deployed the principles of behavior

modification in its day-to-day operation. The third group possessed the skills required

of the behavioral technician, and it is officers such as these who would be expected to

perform the routine tasks involved in the on-line operation of the institution program,

The remaining officers would be placed in positions, such as manning guard towers, which

allow little, if any, direct contact with the inmate population,

As has been indicated, the primary purpose of the practicum phase of the training

project was as a vehicle by means of which the officers' potentials as behavioral technicians

and engineers could be assessed in a real-life situation. In this it was a success, In addition,

the practicum phase added credence to the contention that whatever potential the

correctional officer does possess as an agent of change will not be fulfilled until the

operating procedures of the modern correctional institution are subjected to a drastic

restructuring. The projects initiated by the officers reflected their general concerns and

employed, of necessity, only those contingencies which they could arrange and manage

in the institution with no alterations of general policy. The problems identified by the

officers included such things as inmate punctuality, work performance, leaving work

without permission, cursing, making requests which could not be fulfilled by officers, etc.

None of the procedures developed by the officers were deemed "cruel and unusual" by

the project staff, Indeed, they often appeared less so than the ones typically outlined

in rule books, Consequently, the training staff did not have to invoke its previous

resolvethat projects would be terminated if in the opinion of the training staff the behavior

dealt with was contrary to the best interest of targeted inmates and/or the procedures
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exerted an undue hardship upon those inmates. As Ayllon and Roberts (1972) have pointed

ollt, the empirical nature of the behavioral approach to the solution of human problems

facilitates such decisions, In this, they protect the individual from the capriciousness of

tltosu whose job it is to care for, train, or rehabilitate him.

Virtually all the projects designed and implemented by officers in this project

employed either negative reinforcement or timeout. None used positive reinforcement,

despite a heavy emphasis upon it, its effectiveness, and its desirable aspects during the

initial presentation of the material in the classroom and throughout the practicum phase.

Although this may reflect the biases of some of the correctional officers, it is more likely

the result of the existent operating procedures of the institution. An analysis of institutional

management procedures reveals that virtually all the potential positive reinforcers are

bestowed upon or scheduled for each inmate when he enters the correctional system,

and virtually all formalized behavior control strategiet involve their withdrawal or

postponement contingent upon evidence of disapproved behavior. The use of these

procedures has been labeled the "punishment model," and its continuance will effectively

block the deployment of positive reinforcement-Oriented procedures in the criminal justice

field.

Examination of the Punishment Model

Propagation of a punishment model is the natural outcome of the administrative

policies practiced in virtually all American correctional institutions. When each inmate

is allowed a specifiable number of telephone calls, mailed letters, visitors, etc., as well

as commissary, television, movie, and recreational privileges, as a matter of course,

restriction is the only control procedure available for institutional management. Even "good

tune," which is supposedly earned as a man serves his sentence, is typically computed

and awarded early in his stay in the institution. Its loss is then made contingent upon

prohibited acts. When systematically applied, as they are in most correctional settings,

the tactics of the punishment model permit the efficient management of inmate behavior

during confinement. The immediacy with which such procedures take effect, and the

cultural endorsement of these procedures when applied to the offender population, have

insured their refinement and reification in modern corrections.

There is reason to believe, however, that these procedures have numerous side effects

which argue for their elimination in any program emphasizing rehabilitation rather than
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custody of offenders. Experimental evidence (Azrin & Holz, 1966) suggests that the

institution which relies upon the punishment model diminishes in varying degrees whatever

potential its agents (educators, counselors, and correctional officers) possess as

rehabilitation agents. These procedures would be predicted to engender in the inmate: both

the active avoidance of those who carry them out and, in the extreme, aggression directed

toward agents of the institution and inmate peers, regardless of their relationship to the

punishers. To test these hypotheses, a detailed analysis of the effects of routine institutional

control procedures upon inmate behavior was performed.

The EMLC assumed responsibility for the management of one of the dormitory-type

cellblocks of Draper Correctional Center. The cellblock, which housed a maximum of 40

inmates, had previously been the site of an inmate training project and had, for that

purpose, been subdivided into several rooms of varying 'size. These rooms were retained

and employed variously as dormitories, reinforcing event areas, and office space. Three

measures were employed' to determine the effects of the punishment model as practiced

in corrections upon inmate behavior. The first was the percentage of self-management

skills exhibited each day. These skills included making the bed, maintaining the area around

the bunk in an orderly condition, and presenting a neat and clean personal appearance.

The second measure was the percent of volunteered-for maintenance tasks completed. These

tasks were not directly related to the care of the inmates' immediate living area but

consisted instead of tasks necessary for the general upkeep of the cellblock (mopping

corridors, cleaning commodes, etc.). The third measure, behaVioral incidents, indexed acts

such as insubordination, fighting, destruction of property, etc., which reflect hostility and

aggression. An incident rate (acts/census/hours) was computed on a daily basis to control

for variations in population and observation time (e.g., the inmates' job and school

assignments precluded their presence on the cellblock for half of each weekday but not

on the weekends or holidays).

Initially, a laissez-faire approach was applied to the inmates' performance of the

self-management skills and volunteered-for tasks. Under this condition the inmates were

reminded of the duties they were expected to perform, but no attempt was made to

force compliance. The levels of performance were low, A median of 32% of the

self-management skills were exhibited, and 35% of the volunteered-for maintenance tasks

were completed during this 17-day baseline phase. Following the baseline period an "Officer

Corrects" condition was implemented. During this phase the correctional officer assigned

4 C)
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to the celiblock was permitted to employ whatever institutional control

proceduresincluding disciplinary actions such as the loss of good time and placement

in punitive isolationhe deemed necessary and appropriate to insure the performance of

the self-management skills. The officer was not, however, allowed to employ these

techniques to encourage the completion of the volunteeredfor maintenance tasks. Instead,

the laissez-faire approach of the baseline condition was continued.

The traditional methods of inmate control were highly effective in motivating the

performance of the targeted selfmanagement skills. The median number of skills rose to

62% during the Officer Corrects phase of the study. In addition, the bulk of the days

during which performance was lowest were weekends when the correctional officer was

off duty and the common practice of sleeping late interfered with meeting the criterion

for acceptable performance of the skills. The application of institutional management

procedures to the self-management skills had no positive effect upon the completion of

the volunteered-for maintenance tasks. Indeed, there appeared to be a slight decrease in

the percent of tasks completed during the Officer Corrects condition, but the difference

between the levels of performance during the two phases did not reach significance.

To further validate the effect of the Officer Corrects procedure upon the performance

of self-management skills, the laissez-faire approach in force during the initial baseline

condition was reinstated on the 40th day of the study. There was a general decline in

the percent of these skills exhibited during the second baseline condition. The percent

of volunteeredfor tasks completed was again unaffected by the change in contingency

associated with the self-management skills. In this study, the application of correction's

traditional punishment-oriented methods of institutional control were shown to be highly

effective in managing inmate behavior. The effects of these procedures were, however,

highly specific; that is, they motivated the performance of only those behaviors to which

they were directly applied with little generalization to even closely related activities. These

findings support the previous contention that the allpervasive deployment of the

punishment model in the American correctional system provides a self-reinforcing cycles

Since the consequences of the punishment are specific and since its effects are sudden

and dramatic, it continuously provides its own Justification for being continued.

It was suggested, however, that corrections reconsider the desirability of the widescale

utilization of punishmentoriented control procedures, on the grounds that their

demonstrated effectiveness is negated because they are expected to induce undesirable
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behavioral reactions such as resistance, counteraggression, and inaction, and their emotional

or attitudinal components: anger, hostility, and resentment. This contention was also

supported by the present study. The daily rate of behavioral incidents (acts of

insubordination, fighting, etc., reflecting these general behavioral and emotional reactions)

exceeded zero only twice during the 17 days of the first baseline condition, There was

a sharp increase in behavioral incidents when punitively oriented procedures were brought

to bear upon the inmates of the experimental cellblock. Incidents occurred on nearly'

half ( I 1) of the 23 days during which the Officer Corrects condition was in effect.

Following introduction of the second baseline condition (the reinstatement of the

laissezfaire procedure), there was an obvious decrease in the occurrence of behavioral

incidents. The incident rate exceeded zero on only 6 of the 21 days of this period, with

no incidents recorded during the last 10 days of the study.

The increase and decrease in behavioral incidents coincident with the introduction

and termination, respectively, of the full range of traditional control procedures available

to correctional personnel lend additional credence to the observation that the philosophies

and practices of correctional institutions serve to exacerbate rather than remediate the

tension and strife growing there,

The EMLC Token Economies

The EMLC's exploration of the feasibility of developing an alternative correctional

management regimen for adult offenders grew from the realization of the serious

shortcomings of the existent model of institution management and. the demonstrated

effectiveness of the proposed alternative in related fields of correctional work, This

exploration took the form of two token economies. The first EMLC token economy project

(Milan, Hampton, Murphy, Rogers, Williams, & Wood, 1972), which was in operation for

approximately 420 days, was limited to the inmates' off hours from work (predominantly

agricultural field labor) between 6 and 8 a.m. and between 4:30 and 9:30 p.m. weekdays

and between 6 a,m. and 9:30 p.m. weekends and holidays. Activities which earned tokens

were restricted to those which occurred on the experimental cellblock, and those activities

for which the tokens could be exchanged were only those which could be controlled

there. The token economy focused primarily upon those aspects of inmate performance

of concern to custody personnel: arising at the appOinted hour, making the bed, cleaning

the general living area, and maintaining a presentable personal appearance. A secondary
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objective was to motivate participation and performance in a voluntary remedial education

program in operation evenings and weekends.

Tokens earned were exchangeable for: (I) access to the various reinforcing event

areas on the cellblock (the TV room, poolroom, lounge, etc.); (2) time away from the

cellblock (and, as a function oflhis, access to events, such as weekend movies, athletics,

etc., which were available in the remainder of the instifutionj; and (3) items, such as

soft drinks, snacks, and cigarettes, available from the token economy canteen operated

by the project. The token economy itself was modeled after a checkbook banking system.

Tokens in the form of "EMLC points" were credited to an inmate's account contingent

upon performance of tobereinforced activities. In order to obtain a backup reinforcer,

he was required to write and relinquish a check in the amount of the point cost of that

activity or commodity. At the end of each day a new balance was derived. for each

participant based upon the balance he carried forward from the previous day and his

earnings and expenditures on the current day.

Most outcome data were collected by a correctional officer assigned the cellblock

during the morning shift. He toured the cellblock as the inmates arose, recorded for each

inmate the performance of the self-management skills and, during the token economy

phase, informed the inmates whether or not their performance was acceptable and, if

acceptable, told them the number of points he was crediting to their point account.

Frequent reliability checks were made between the officer on duty and members of the

EMLC staff; they typically agreed upon more than 90% of the joint observations. The

effect of the token economy upon the targeted behaviors was dramatic. The percent of

volunteeredfor maintenance tasks satisfactorily completed each day jumped from

approximately 40% prior to. the token economy to 90% or better during the token

economy. In like manner, the daily percent of self-management skills performed rose from

less than 60% to 90% or better. Leisuretime participation in the remedial education

program was virtually nonexistent prior to the introduction of the token economy;

introduction of the token economy raised this to about 20% of the inmates each day.

Further manipulations increased this figure to about' 50% each day, with 80% of all inmates

spending 10 or more of their freetime hours in the education program each week. Based

upon the success of this exploratory project, the scope of the token economy project

was expanded during the second EMLC token economy to virtually all activities in which

these inmates engaged, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
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The second EMLC token economy project, which lasted for 390 days, differed from

the first EMLC token economy in two major ways. The most obvious difference was

its expanded scope. The second token economy project called for a comprehensive regimen

encompassing all aspects of inmate life, including time spent in the cellblock, as during

the first project, plus performance on a half-day institutional work assignment and in

a half-day education program. Secondly, the checkbook system of the first token economy

was replaced by a punch card system in the second token economy. A new card was

issued to each inmate each day. As an inmate performed tobereinforced tasks, holes

were punched in the card, and as points were expended the area surroundingeach punched

hole was marked with a pen. Points unexpended at the end of the day were transferred

as savings to the next day's card. The punch card system had several advantages. It provided

more tangible reinforcement than the checkbook system it replaced; it simplified book

and record keeping; and it enabled the immediate determination of each inmate's balance,

thereby reducing the likelihood that an inmate's earnings would accidentally exceed his

expenditures.

The backup reinforcers were basically the same as those of the first EMLC token

economy, with the relationship between the expected behaviors and the backup reinforcers

also approximately the same. During the latter stages of the second token economy, a

policy of "Performance - Contingent Letters of Recommendation'. was instituted wherein

inmates' requests for recommendations to various correctional and parole agents produced

letters detailing the specifics of the areas under study and the inmates' levels of performance

therein. The results of the second EMLC token economy were as promising as those of

the first. Inmate performance improved in each of the three areas under study and was

maintained at high levels throughout the duration of the token economy. In rddition,

these changes in performance occurred without the concomitant increase in behavioral

incidents witnessed during the examination of the punishment model. It appears, then,

that the principles of behavior modification in general, and the token economy in particular,

are particularly appropriate for dealing with the management and motivation problems

facing corrections. Moreover, they provide an alternative model by means of which

correctional institutions unite the traditionally opposed goals of their custody and

treatment personnel while avoiding the regressive side effects of tilt; punishment model,

) 1-s
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Validating Intervention Strategies

The efficacy of treatment procedures is a continuing concern of adherents to the

behavior modification approach. Care is taken to insure that the procedures developed

and employed do in fact induce change in the behavior of target individuals, To do this,

it must be demonstrated that (1) the expected change in behavior does occur and (2)

that the procedures which have been employed are responsible for that change. The first

of these two objectives is met by specifying or defining the behavior under study in

objective terms to permit public (reliable) verification of its occurrence or nonoccurrence.

Its frequency of occurrence is then recorded prior to and throughout the intervention

period. This "on line" monitoring provides continuous feedback on the effects of treatment,

thereby allowing the professional to determine, at any time, the status of the target

individual, If progress is not as has been hoped for, it signals the necessity to intensify,

change, or alter in some way the intervention procedures. This continuous monitoring

of treatment effects in terms of each target individual's progress toward objectively defined

goals is unique to this particular approach to human behavior, Indeed, it may be its single

most important advantage over alternative approaches, for it demands accountability during

intervention as well as after intervention, the latter being the characteristic strategy of

its alternatives.

If there is a. change in behavior during the intervention period, it cannot yet be

claimed with certainty that the observed change was a result of intervention. Individuals

in general, and those who have been earmarked as troublesome in particular, are subject

to a multitude of pressures and changes in general life conditions. It is always possible

that changes occurring during intervention are a product of these happenings rather than

the intervention procedures themselves. If this possibility is not ruled out, it is quite possible

that ineffective or perhaps detrimental procedures will be advocated as effective and

implemented on a broad scale solely because they 1:-,e been accidentally associated with

a change in behavior which itself was induced by some unobserved change in the target

individual's life condition. A variety of research strategies are available to those who wish

to rule out this possibility (Sidman, 1960). All stem from the basic behavior modification

premise that behavior is under the control of its antecedents (setting conditions and

discriminative stimuli) and consequences (the presentation or termination of positive and

negative reinforcers).
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The behavior of the target individual prior to intervention is attributed to the

conditions in effect then. Similarly, the change in behavior during intervention is attributed

to the change in those conditions which constitute intervention. It follows that a return

to the conditions in effect prior to intervention (a discontinuation of 'the intervention

conditions) will result in a return to the behavior seen prior to intervention. This is the

rationale of the ABA or reversal design wherein the first "A" typically connotes the

conditions in effect prior to intervention (the baseline period); the "B" connotes the

intervention or treatment conditions; and the second "A" signifies a return to the

conditions of the baseline period. The ABA or reversal design was employed to determine

whether or not the improvement in the performance of the self-management skills seen

in the first EMLC token economy was a result of the contingent relationship between

EMLC points and behavior rather than other variables such as the availability of small

items from the token economy canteen or unknown changes in the institution itself. In

this study, the EMLC points were first given on a noncontingent basis for a period of

time (the first "A" condition); then awarded only when the tobe-reinforced behavior

was performed (the "B" condition); and then again given on a noncontingent basis (the

second "A" condition). Performance increased during the "B" condition and returned to

its original level during the second "A" condition, convincing evidence that it was the

contingent relationship between the behavior and the pay-off which controlled the observed

increase in performance. The "B" condition was reinstated following this demonstration

and, as would be predicted, the high level of performance seen during the original "B"

condition was recaptured. Additional alternations of the "A" and "B" conditions and

related increases and decreases in levels of performance could be employed to add credence

to this conclusion, for it is doubtful that uncontrolled chances in the institution would

coincide with each planned change in the variables under study.

The ABA design is often undesirable or unfeasible, for one or more of three reasons:

(1) the behavior under study Is critical (e.g., violent assault), (2) the new behavior will

be maintained as is by contingencies in the natural environment, or (3) the objective

of the intervention strategy is to insure that the change in behavior will be maintained.

When one or more of these conditions is in effect, the multiple baseline or ABB/AAB

procedure is used to validate intervention strategies. This procedure typically indicates

that either the same behavior is being monitored in two different settings or two similar

behaviors are being monitored in the same setting. The value of the multiple baseline

f- ,
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procedure is that it allows a direct comparison of the effects of intervention on a given

behavior without having to return to the initial (baseline) condition at the end of the

intervention. The "B" condition at the end of both the ABB and AAB sequences signifies

that the conditions of intervention are continued in each following their introduction.

An expanded ABB/AAB or multiple baseline procedure was employed to validate

the effects of the second BIM token economy upon behavior on the institutional farm,

in the experimental cellblock, and in the half-day education program. After the initial

levels of performance in these three areas were determined, the tokens were awarded on

a contingent basis on the institutional farm first, then, after a period time, on the

experimental cellblock, and finally, after still another period of time, in the education

program. The levels of performance increased first on the farm, coincident with the

introduction of the performance contingent payoff there; then on the cellblock, also

coincident with the introduction of the contingency there; and finally in the education

program, again also coincident with the change in contingency there. This improvement

in performance and its subsequent maintenance in the three areas under examination as

the intervention procedure was instituted and continued in each constitutes a

more-than-adequate demonstration of the effectiveness of the EMLC's token economy

procedures.

The programs of the criminal justice system may be subjected to three forms of

analysis. The first involves an on-line determination of the effectiveness of operating

procedures and their constant refinement, such as the development of more effective

vocational training procedures. The second consists of an analysis of the degree to which

the operating procedures achieve specified terminal objectives, such as rapid and high

quality instruction as indexed by some standardized measure, and how this compares with

the accomplishments of other programs. Finally, the enduring contributions of programs

may be assessed via long-term follow-up studies such as those which seek to determine

rates of recidivism following different types of treatment. The research strategies which

have been described in this section are the essence of the first level of analysis, and as

such are logical precursors of the second and third levels of analysis. They allow the

development of programs which most effectively meet their terminal objectives. The

long-term evaluation of programs within this model is appropriate only When programs

are meeting these objectives. Indeed, a program which cannot meet its terminal objectives

Is more appropriately discontinued than subjected to a costly follow-up evaluation. If,
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however, a program is meeting its terminal objectives but has failed to influence the

long-term indicators of program success, it should not be considered a "failure." It is

after all meeting those objectives which it was designed to meet. When a program

successfully attains its terminal objectives but has no impact upon long-term indicators,

such as recidivism, it is more appropriate to question the validity of the philosophy from

which those terminal objectives were deduced than to brand the program itself a failure.

Indeed, how can them guiding philosophies be better tested?

CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of this chapter have been to provide an introduction to the basic

principles of behavior modification and to give an overview of how these principles may

be applied in the solution of human problems of general concern to those in the criminal

justice fields. The principles of behavior modification have yielded much more than a

"bag of tricks," much more than a variety of procedures or strategies which one may

call upon when faced with relatively simple problems of motivation and the like. Those

who depict and employ behavior modification in such a manner have not yet grasped

the significance of its origins in a continuously developing science of human behavior.

The applicability of the principles of this science are broad, allowing the study of the

full spectrum of human activity. As has been seen in this chapter, the basic principles

of this science provide a common basis for analyzing and understanding such diverse

phenomena as progress and outcome in psychotherapy and the manner in which current

correctional practices contribute to the hostility and aggression of the inmate population.

Once phenomena have been so analyzed, it becomes possible to employ our understanding

of these principles to more effectively deal with the problems at hand. Additionally, the

mastery of the principles and the techniques of their application by those in corrections

will not only upgrade the quality of service they provide, but will also contribute to

their flexibility, increasing both the variety of strategies interventionists can bring to bear

upon a problem and the range of problems with which they may deal.

The ptinciples which have been discussed in this chapter are "neutral"; that is, they

can be as effective in instilling and maintaining antisocial tendencies and maladaptive

beluvior as they can be in instilling and maintaining prosocial tendencies and adaptive

behavior. For this reason, every effort must be made to minimize or overcome the chance

'tt
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or accidental arrangement of environmental contingencies, for unplanned environments

appear as likely to generate undesirable behavior as desirable behavior. In this sense, the

ghetto environment may be viewed as "well designed," for it effectively instructs, models,

shapes, prompts, and reinforces activities which the larger society wishes to discourage

and has stigmatized as delinquent or criminal. Equally important, the short-term objectives

and long-term effects of planned environments must also be compared, especially in the

criminal justice field where the immediate needs of the system often are at odds with

the long-range needs of the offender. Too many correctional institutions, with their

emphasis upon obedience, passivity, and the punishment model, appear "well designed"

to condition dependence, lack of initiative, and resentment, traits all would agree are

maladaptive when viewed within the broader context of the offenders' eventual return

to a competitive a-pd demanding society. The proper application of the principles of

behavior modification can guarantee the 'success" of correctional programs. It is those.

who design such programs who must determine whether the program which has succeeded

serves the correctional agency or the offender. For too long correctional programs have

served the administrative ends of the system at the expense of the offender's readjustment

in the community. Placed in the wrong hands, behavior modification could compound

this disservice rather than remediate it.

As has been illustrated in this chapter, the application of the principles of behavior

modification to the problems facing the criminal justice system has great potential. It

is now clear that institutional programs can be devised which both reduce inmate

management problems and motivate performance in academic and vocational programs,

while at the same time fostering individuality and encouraging planning and self-control.

It is also apparent that community-based residential programs of the "half-way house"

variety can be more than the charade which most now are. They can teach the skills

necessary for successful and productive living, and they can insure that the skills which

are taught are practiced, refined, and reinforced in vivo. Finally, it has been demonstrated

that changes can be made in the environment in which the offender lives or to which

he will eventually return which either directly or indirectly strengthen prosocial behavior

at the expense of the old antisocial behavior.

It is unreasonable to expect that the skills taught an inmate in the correctional

institution will generalize to the community unless there is a programmed transitional

phase to both insure that this will occur and to teach community skills which cannot
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be approximated in the institution. Institutions, through intensified training, can remediate

deficiencies and expand skill repertoires, thereby providing the offender with additional

options, or choices. There is little, if anything, institutions themselves can do to guarantee

that the offender will exercise the options once released. Similarly, it is too much to

expect that a community program, which can capitalize upon these options, can succeed

unless it is backed up by a complementary institutional program which provides the control

necessary for intensive, short-duration training. The ideal program would be one which

included (1) supervision and training in the home or natural environment of the offender;

(2) a community-based residential facility which provided both an alternative to an

unacceptable home situetion as well as a site in which a more structured behavior change

program could be operated and from which the full range of community activities of

the offender could be monitored; and (3) an institutional program housed in a regional

correctional center which provided intensive, short-term remedial education, vocational

instruction, and socialization training. The p7gram would be fluid and dynamic. Offenders

could move rapidly from component to component as predetermined criteria were met./
Each offender would be under the care of a single supervisor from the time he first

encountered the criminal justice system until the time he left it, thereby allowing the

development of individualized, comprehensive, and continuous programming. The

supervisor, in turn, would be responsible for case management, presiding over the movement

of the offender to and from the various components of the system and directing the

activities of the specialists within each component. Such a program is, of course, far from

becoming a reality. If such an ideal is to become an actuality it will require that the

criminal justice system embrace this new science of human behavior as the basis of its

program operations and embark upon a restructuring of the correctional bureaucracy so

that continuity of treatment is truly feasible. It appears it is now time to begin

approximating these ends.

,J
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